ADJUSTABLE
ELECTRIC BEDS
THE BEST SLEEP YOU’LL EVER HAVE

SPECIALISING IN ADJUSTABLE BEDS & MATTRESSES

Whether you’re sleeping, or in bed reading, working on your laptop
or watching TV, your adjustable bed can adjust to provide the support
you need, while reducing strain on your neck and back.
With a range of additional features on offer, the New-Wave series
adjustable bed is as functional as it is comfortable and supportive.

SPECIALISING IN ADJUSTABLE BEDS & MATTRESSES

OPTIONS TO SUIT EVERYONE
Our adjustable beds are
supplied with adjustable
legs to suit your personal
height requirements.
Optional headboards are
available for all sizes.

Available sizes
Long Single
King Single
Double
Split Queen
Split King

$2799

$2999

$4199

Features
+ Independent fully adjustable Head & Foot Elevations.
+ Wireless Backlit Remote: Remote illuminates when
you begin to use. Makes it easy to see in the dark.
+ 2 Memory Buttons where you can store 2 of your
favourite positions.
+ Zero Gravity Preset Position: One touch button that
raises the legs slightly above the heart to promote
circulation and relieve pressure.
+ Under Bed LED Lights: Creates a relaxing atmosphere
and also helps you find your way in the event you
need to get up in the middle of the night.
+ Massage/Vibration: Dual zone
massage feature with 4
intensities to choose from.
+ High quality steel frame.
+ Weight rating of 250Kgs.
+ Okin engineered and designed
German motors.
+ 10 Year Warranty.

$3699

$4499

10 YEAR
WARRANTY

USB Chargers

Under bed night lights

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Dual zone massage

USB Power Ports: Connect two USB chargers on each side
of the base for powering your devices while you relax or sleep.
Wireless backlit Remote: The remote illuminates when you
begin use, making it easy to see in the dark.
Zero Gravity Preset Position: One touch button that raises
the legs slightly above the heart to promote circulation and
relieve pressure.
Under Bed Night Lights: Creates a relaxing atmosphere
while lounging and lets you find your way in the night.

Wireless backlit remote

Massage: Dual zone massage feature with four
intensities to choose from.

10 YEAR

GERMAN
ENGINEERING

WARRANTY
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